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Most recent guidance published:  
 
No updates. 
 

Other Guidance/Reports 
 
Magtrace and Sentimag system for locating sentinel lymph nodes for breast cancer [MTG72] 
 
Olaparib for previously treated BRCA mutation-positive hormone-relapsed metastatic prostate 
cancer [TA831] 
 
Pembrolizumab for adjuvant treatment of renal cell carcinoma [TA830] 
 
Pembrolizumab for adjuvant treatment of resected stage 2B or 2C melanoma [TA837] 
 
Palbociclib with fulvestrant for treating hormone receptor-positive, HER2-negative advanced 
breast cancer after endocrine therapy [TA836] 
 
Zanubrutinib for treating Waldenstrom's macroglobulinaemia [TA833] 
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Collective leadership to improve professional practice, healthcare outcomes and staff well‐
being 
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Cochrane clinical answers Primary Research  
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Systematic reviews from other sources 
 

A systematic review of interventions to recognise, refer and diagnose patients with 
lung cancer symptoms. 
 
Advanced breast cancer education for cancer nurses: A systematic review. 
 
All-cause mortality in cancer patients treated for sepsis in intensive care units: 
a systematic review and meta-analysis. 
 
Are older patients less likely to be treated for pancreatic cancer? A systematic review and 
meta-analysis. 
 
Artificial intelligence with magnetic resonance imaging for prediction of pathological complete 
response to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy in rectal cancer: A systematic review and meta-
analysis. 
 
Cancer and Non-cancer Fatigue Treated With Bupropion: A Systematic Review. 
 
Clinicopathological and prognostic value of lysyl oxidase expression in gastric cancer: 
a systematic review, meta-analysis and bioinformatic analysis. 
 
Immediate breast reconstruction uptake in older women with primary breast 
cancer: systematic review. 
 
Interleukin-8 in Colorectal Cancer: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of Its Potential 
Role as a Prognostic Biomarker. 
 
OMOP CDM Can Facilitate Data-Driven Studies for Cancer Prediction: A Systematic Review. 
 
Patient education for breast cancer-related lymphedema: a systematic review. 
 
Patient initiated follow-up in cancer patients: A systematic review. 
 
Pharmacogenetics of taxane-induced neurotoxicity in breast cancer: Systematic review and 
meta-analysis. 
 
Prediction models for breast cancer-related lymphedema: a systematic review and critical 
appraisal. 
 
Roles of mitochondrial fusion and fission in breast cancer progression: a systematic review. 
 
Short-chain fatty acid concentrations in the incidence and risk-stratification of 
colorectal cancer: a systematic review and meta-analysis. 
 
Simultaneous versus staged resection for colorectal cancer with synchronous liver 
metastases: An updated systematic review and meta-analysis. 
 
Systematic review and meta-analysis of reports of patients with gastric cancer aged 80 years 
and older. 
 
Whole-gland high-intensity focused ultrasound ablation and transurethral resection of the 
prostate in the patients with prostate cancer: A systematic review and meta-analysis. 
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This month’s clinical questions are… 

 
How does the use of low‐dose computed tomography (LDCT) for lung cancer screening affect 
outcomes? 
 
How does ultra‐radical (extensive) surgery compare with standard surgery for women with 
advanced epithelial ovarian cancer? 
 
In women with locally advanced cervical cancer, how does neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus 
radical hysterectomy compare with chemoradiotherapy or radiotherapy alone for improving 
outcomes? 
 
What is the accuracy of combinations of menopausal status, ultrasound scan (USS), and 
biomarkers for the diagnosis of ovarian cancer (OC) in pre‐ and postmenopausal women with 
symptoms suspicious of OC? 
 
 

Primary Research 
 
A phase III randomized, controlled trial of nedaplatin versus cisplatin concurrent 
chemoradiotherapy in patients with cervical cancer. 
 
A randomized phase 2 trial of nivolumab, gemcitabine, and cisplatin or nivolumab and 
ipilimumab in previously untreated advanced biliary cancer: BilT-01. 
 
A single arm phase Ib/II trial of first-line pembrolizumab, trastuzumab and chemotherapy for 
advanced HER2-positive gastric cancer. 
 
Cancer Clinical Trial Enrollment in Older vs Younger Adults. 
 
Colorectal cancer, Vitamin D and microbiota: A double-blind Phase II 
randomized trial (ColoViD) in colorectal cancer patients. 
 
Effects of naturalistic decision-making model-based oncofertility care education for nurses and 
patients with breast cancer: a cluster randomized controlled trial. 
 
Effects of topical timolol for the prevention of radiation-induced dermatitis in breast cancer: a 
pilot triple-blind, placebo-controlled trial. 
 
Elacestrant (oral selective estrogen receptor degrader) Versus Standard Endocrine Therapy 
for Estrogen Receptor-Positive, Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2-Negative 
Advanced Breast Cancer: Results From the Randomized Phase III EMERALD Trial. 
 
Lessening the Impact of Financial Toxicity (LIFT): a protocol for a multi-site, single-
arm trial examining the effect of financial navigation on financial toxicity in adult patients 
with cancer in rural and non-rural settings. 
 
Palbociclib with Fulvestrant or Letrozole in Endocrine-Sensitive Patients with HR-
Positive/HER2-Negative Advanced Breast Cancer: A Detailed Safety Analysis of the 
Randomized PARSIFAL Trial. 
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Physical exercise during neoadjuvant chemotherapy for breast cancer as a mean to increase 
pathological complete response rates: Trial protocol of the randomized Neo-ACT trial. 
 
Survival outcomes in a prospective randomized multicenter Phase III trial comparing patients 
undergoing anatomical segmentectomy versus standard lobectomy for non-small cell 
lung cancer up to 2 cm. 

 

 

 

Athens is required for off-site access to BMJ Best Practice 

 
Topic: Hepatocellular carcinoma 
 
Topic: Non-small cell lung cancer 
 

Oncology in the News 
https://www.england.nhs.uk/news/ 

 
NHS delivers record number of lifesaving cancer checks as long waits for care continue to fall 
 
NHS invites people 50 and over for autumn boosters and flu jab 

 

Online Resources 
BestBETs - BETs bring the evidence one step closer to the bedside, by providing answers to 

very specific clinical problems, using the best available evidence. 

British National Formulary 

The Royal Marsden Manual of Clinical Procedures – available via your Athens login 

Journals & table of contents alerts 

The Clinical Librarian team can help set up table of content alerts to the journal of your choice. 

Annals of Oncology 
 

Clinical Journal of Oncology Nursing 
 

Gynecologic Oncology Research and 
Practice 

 

International Journal of Clinical Oncology 
 

Journal of Hematology and Oncology 
 

The Lancet Oncology 
 

Neuro-Oncology 
 

BMC Cancer 

British Journal of Cancer 
 

Cancer Nursing 

Cancer Nursing Practice 
 

European Journal of Cancer 
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National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) 

 
 

No updates. 
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Booster doses with the bivalent COVID-19 mRNA vaccines  
 
Breast implant-associated cancer 
 
Doxorubicin and trabectedin as first-line therapy for advanced leiomyosarcoma 
 
Futibatinib for advanced intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma with an FGFR2 gene fusion or 
rearrangement 
 
Guideline on circumscribed astrocytic gliomas, glioneuronal, and neuronal tumors  
 
Neoadjuvant cemiplimab for cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma 
 
Nirogacestat for desmoid tumors 
 
Proton craniospinal irradiation in patients with solid tumor leptomeningeal disease 
 
Pimitespib for advanced gastrointestinal stromal tumors 
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